
HOTL SPECIAL EDUCATION 
DEPARTMENT PRESENTATION

To nurture all children with and 

without special needs in safe, 

inclusive and supportive 

environments



HOTL SPECIAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

Inclusive classrooms that support students along a wide range of supports. Ther are 
multiple students receiving multiple services. OHD, EBD, ASD and many trauma 
students – many students are not just serviced for under one label or diagnosis.

ASD Program – Heidi Solberg

DCD Program – Carrie Grindall

Learning Disability/Academic Services – Chris Pirrotta, Jill Christensen, Tori Paavola

Speech – Kelsey Brakke, Madison Van Santen, Megan Henry, Mackenzie Carriere, 
Kayse Aho, Kathleen Rausch

EBD Program – Lucas Schmitz



TRENDS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

In the past decade, the number of students with disabilities has grown from just under 
6.5 million, or 13.1 percent of all students in 2009-10, to almost 7.3 million, or 14.4 
percent in 2019-20. (In 2019, Minnesota sped was at 16.3% of the student 
population.)

The percent of students with disabilities who had a specific learning disability, like 
dyslexia, decreased from 37.5 percent to 33 percent in 2019-20. And the percent of 
students with disabilities with autism almost doubled, from 5.8 percent to 11 percent. 
***Basically, the number of students in more "needy" areas is growing.

Over the past decade the number of special education teachers has decreased by 
17 percent, while the number of special education students only dropped by 1 
percent.

https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d20/tables/dt20_204.30.asp


-CONTINUED-

To gain more insight into the special education teacher shortage, consider the following statistics:
 Forty-eight states and the District of Columbia lack sufficient special education teachers.

 Special education teachers leave teaching at almost double the rate of general education teachers.

 More than half of all school districts struggle to staff well-qualified special education teachers.

***We are fortunate that our elementary sped staff are all qualified and certified for their jobs. This is not the case in many
schools, even around Perham. Many sped teachers are working on a variance. Statistics show those teachers are not as 
effective in providing a quality education to students. We really want to keep the GREAT teachers that we have! Once you 
lose good staff, it's VERY hard to replace them!

ASD:

2017-18 -8 kids with Autism

2018-19 -11 kids with Autism

2019-20 -9 kids with Autism

2020-21 -10 kids with Autism

2021-22 -17 kids with Autism



PRESCHOOL PERSPECTIVE AND SUPPORTS

* Amy Babler is case managing 12 students on IEPs, 6 of which are child specific

* Teresa is case managing 7 students on IEPS, 3 of which are child specific

*There are currently 4 evaluations going on and 4 more being referred for 
evaluation.

* All preschool classrooms are inclusive with support from a program para and a 
special education para if needed.



TYPICAL DAY IN (LD) SUPPORT CLASSROOM:
THE STRUCTURE

Scheduling and providing instruction to students from surrounding parochial schools as well as 
students who are homeschooled (this also includes scheduling transportation).

Creating individualized curriculum and providing direct instruction in the areas of reading, 
writing, math, and social skills (a great deal of time is spent designing curriculum as each 
student has individualized needs and there is little curriculum available).

Communicating with 8-10 mainstream classroom teachers on average to provide 
accommodations and modifications as well to provide daily updates, work through scheduling 
conflicts, and to gather information and data



TYPICAL DAY IN (LD) SUPPORT CLASSROOM:
WHO WE SERVICE

Providing instruction to students grades K through 4th at HOTL with the following 
disabilities: SLD, SPL, OHD, EBD, DCD, Autism, DD; who also have mental health 
issues, economic disadvantages, broken homes, trauma, and medical issues.

Assisting students with personal needs: grooming, clothing, school supplies, snacks



TYPICAL DAY IN (LD) SUPPORT CLASSROOM:
OUR SCHEDULE
8:20 – 3:15 pm

* Pulling students in small needs-based groups from classrooms

* Pulling students 20-30 minutes for each academic area or social skills per their IEP goals

* Gathering, recording, and analyzing data for IEP goals and objectives

* Completing paperwork for annual IEPs, progress reports, evaluations to meet mandated timelines

*Scheduling, preparing, and conducting IEP and evaluation meetings with parents and team members (usually outside of the 
contracted school day)

* Assisting students with personal needs: grooming, clothing, school supplies, snacks

* Consistent and daily contact with families – for positive and negative behaviors exhibited in a day.

* At times protecting other students and staff from aggressive behaviors, or sometimes protect the student themselves



TYPICAL DAY IN EBD SUPPORT CLASSROOM:
THE STRUCTURE

7:45 am – 3:15 pm
Breakfast  Club – check in/check out, temperature check

 Lunch Club – small group lunch with more structure for success

Social Skills groups – small group

Academic support

Behavior regulation support and resets

Assisting students to problem-solve, regulate with strategies in small setting

Classroom removal when safety and learning are an issue for themselves or others

Provide snacks, clothing, scheduled breaks for students 

 Toileting: students are in and out to use the bathroom within this room during the day

Various areas are set up in the classroom to help students with all these services and it can sometimes be 
very busy.



TYPICAL DAY IN EBD SUPPORT CLASSROOM:
WHO WE SERVICE

Case managing 10 students

2 are under evaluation currently 

Servicing a total of 13 students.

OHD, EBD, ASD and many trauma students – students are not just serviced for under 
an EBD label

Average of Disruptions of "resets" daily- 60-80%

90% of the time there is always a student in Schmitz's room.

No "set" program para to be in the EBD the entire day, all are child specific.

Constant communication with parents, Lakeland, and child welfare daily depending



TYPICAL DAY IN DCD SUPPORT CLASSROOM:
THE STRUCTURE

All students learn to do structured teach, independent time, following a schedule on top of doing 
WIN group times.

7:45 – 8:20  Breakfast – some students eat breakfast in the classroom

8:20 – 3:15 pm

*15 students serviced for Social skills, academics, toileting, modeling appropriate social skills, 
breaks as needed

* Students work one-on-one with teacher on skills and practice with paraprofessionals on skills 
covered

* Data collection taken throughout the day

* Third party billing for students who qualify

* Scheduling meetings/completing assessments and IEP's

* Modifying curriculum for all levels of DCD



TYPICAL DAY IN DCD SUPPORT CLASSROOM:
WHO WE SERVICE

15 students serviced for Social skills, academics, toileting, modeling appropriate 
social skills, breaks as needed

5 students at level 3

2 students at level 2

7 students at level 1

1 home schooled student who receives 1:1 services daily outside of my classroom
6 students need partial to full assistance with toileting

5 students eat in the resource room for breakfast

4 students eat in the resource room for lunch
Students need this due to overstimulation the lunch room



TYPICAL DAY IN ASD SUPPORT CLASSROOM: 
THE STRUCTURE

The room is set up using the Structured TEACH program.

Every area is structured for:
*teacher time area (4 areas)
*independent work station 
*play time area
*social group table
*sensory table
* break area - there are 3 (2 swings, 3 cots, multiple weighted blankets, bean bag)

*eating table

*computer

*bathroom



TYPICAL DAY IN ASD SUPPORT CLASSROOM:
WHO WE SERVICE

* 8 children receive level 3 services which means over 60% of the school day is in my room

These children are following a schedule in my room utilizing each of the above areas and 
spend some time with peers with para support

*7 children receive level 2 services which means 20-59% of their day is spent in my room

These children are in the mainstream with para support and also use the above areas to 
work on IEP goals

*5 children receive level 1 services which means less than 20% of their day is spent in my 
room

These children are in the mainstream with time scheduled to come to my room for social 
group/work on academics/sensory breaks/eat breakfast or lunch



TYPICAL DAY IN ASD SUPPORT CLASSROOM:
OUR SCHEDULE
7:45-8:10

Breakfast and sensory break (3 eat in my room, the rest eat in their classroom or cafeteria)

8:10-3:15

25 minutes Social groups are going on from 8:40-11:35 and 1:00-2:50

when not in social groups, children are following the structured TEACH in the room with the support of a para or myself

Children with Level 3 services receive their academics in my room taught with the structured TEACH method.

Children with level 1 and 2 services are coming in throughout the day to take their “Sensory breaks”, to work on assignments from the 
class, to get their social group times with Heidi, to work on their goals and objectives

Some children eat breakfast and/or lunch in the room

Paras are helping with teaching of academics, toileting schedules, teaching play skills, helping with setting up the sensory breaks,

Sensory breaks may include: swinging in the doorway swing, laying under the cot with a weighted blanket on and a blanket over the 
cot so it is dark, listening to music while laying under a weighted blanket, playing with a bin of beans, using blocks to make a design, 
drawing and coloring, eating a snack



SPEECH SUPPORT SERVICES

Currently, we have 91 students in speech

 Only 23 of these students are speech only kids

We also provide services in this total number to our local parochial schools

Currently, there are 8 initial evaluations going on in the preschool and 3 initials 
evaluations at the elementary.



SPECIAL EDUCATION DATA FOR HOTL
Referrals:

2018-19

2019-2020

2020-2021

2021-2022

Number of students serviced 2021-2022

Combined services

LD

Speech Only

EBD

DCD

ASD: 17 students



THE GLUE: OUR PARAPROFESSIONALS

10 preschool paras
Program

 working in classrooms, supporting teacher/students, working with small groups or one-on-one, toileting, regulation redirects and reteach strategies, meal supervision, 
supervision outdoors and in motor room

Child Specific 

 working specifically with special education students, visual/auditory redirects, specific behavior supports, closely work with special education teachers and classroom 
teachers, protect other students/staff and sometimes the student, basic skills practice, supervising student in all settings, vulnerability protections, transitioning

29 elementary paras
 5 paraprofessionals are program/supervision paras for grades Kindergarten – 4th grade

 Duties include morning/lunch or recess/ dismissal supervision, concept practice small groups in reading and math, listening to students read, assisting with stations 
during small group reading, coverage when needed (e.g. teacher absence and para provides consistency with routines and procedures), help with transitions, 
assisting in specials, PBIS strategies,

 24 paraprofessionals are special education paras

 Child specific paras: (specific to child) redirecting behaviors, modifying curriculum, work with various forms of communication methods, transitioning, navigating social 
situations with socially appropriate behaviors, toileting, grooming, following a schedule, basic life skills (e.g tying shoes, zipping), self help skills practice, modeling 
expected behaviors, anxiety management

 Program paras: within the special ed classroom and at times in the regular classroom redirecting behaviors, modifying curriculum, work with various forms of 
communication methods, transitioning, navigating social situations with socially appropriate behaviors, toileting, grooming, following a schedule, basic life skills (e.g
tying shoes, zipping), self help skills practice, modeling expected behaviors, anxiety management

“As a para, I feel that both Heidi and Carrie communicate well with their paras. Their rooms are positive environments to work in, and I think the students can feel that 
as well. Heidi and Carrie value the input from the paras and appreciate the work that we do. Even as a sub I felt appreciated, and they did their best to make the 
day run as smoothly as possible for me. I'd be hard pressed to find a better group of people to work with. ”



PARENT TESTIMONIES

As a parent of a child with ADHD, the special education program at HOTL has been our saving grace. This team has been our child’s champion and advocate as much as I have. I can’t 
imagine going through this process without this team of individuals. They have always made the meetings encouraging and positive. I feel incredibly proud of my child’s achievements and 
hopeful for his future.

Thank you,

Diane (parent of a 4th grade OHD student)

Overall, with the help of our special education teacher, we’ve seen our daughter’s confidence level rise significantly along with her reading and math skills. She isn’t scared of giving a 
wrong answer anymore; she will tackle it the best she can. She enjoys the school day much more now that she is able to do some work at her own level vs other classmates’ levels, which 
were just too fast for her. We look forward to seeing how much more she progresses this year. I love the fact I can text or call with any questions or concerns! We are so grateful!

Tiffany (parent of a 3rd grade SLD student)

As a parent, I have had nothing but positive experiences with Heidi and her team. She does her best to include us in as much of our son's education as possible. She very obviously cares 
about the kids in her program and is quick to share stories of our son's academic gains and fun stories about his day. When our son is struggling in different areas, she is thinking of new 
strategies to try and is flexible in incorporating our ideas as well.

ASD Parent – 3rd Grade



A FINAL NOTE

Special education teachers often work in stressful environments. Just like general education 
teachers, they must deal with the challenges of student poverty, insufficient parental 
involvement, student absenteeism, and a lack of resources. However, they also must contend 
with excessive paperwork and overwhelming caseloads without the support they need.

For example, special education teachers can find themselves in classrooms without aides trying 
to teach 20 students with different special needs who require customized instruction. On top of 
that, they may have a caseload of 20 students who require individualized education programs 
(IEPs), annual testing, and regular meetings with parents and other teachers. Additionally, 
failing to meet deadlines or submit necessary paperwork can constitute a federal offense, as 
IEPs are federally mandated, which puts further pressure on special education teachers.


